Chevy suburban 2011

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Would not talk to me on
email. Demanded to have my phone or would not communicate with me. This car isn't
advertised at the moment. Therefore, I assume I missed on it. Thanks anyways!!! I'll go
somewhere else,,,. Awesome place to go buy a vehicle. Set up my appointment last Friday and
gavin had the car pulled up and ready to go. Freshly detailed when we arrived as well which was
awesome. Price is fair especially for the car, and our mechanic said it was solid as well, yet
gavin was still negotiable on price. He was quick to get back to us which was nice because we
had a lot of questions, and even though we decided not to buy this car we will be shopping with
kraftwerks in the near future. Car buying can be extremely stressful, along with being a young
women, you worry about getting taken advantage of price wise. I am so pleased to say how
happy I was with my experience working with this dealer and will be returning very soon to
purchase a vehicle! Thank you again Kraftwerks for being so flexible and able to work with me.
Would suggest this dealer as a first stop when searching for a vehicle! Happy with the car I
bought. Buying a used car expect to put a little money in to it but this car is so worth it to me
and my family. Thank you Bruce. The truck has already been sold. Very poor response. They
had others on their website. I checked out the website, but as of now have not heard any more
on the subject vehicle. Awesome experience at this location. I highly recommend them. Working
with Jim B has been a pleasure. It was mostly through emails but very professional. Very
courteous and everything went smoothly. Listing was accurate enough. If you want more details
than what is offered on Listing than you gotta call and ask. Quick to respond. My impression is I
felt like I've got what I was seeking and they delivered. I bought this Jeep. Bret was great to deal
with. They gave me a fair amount for my trade. And the process went smoothly. I can highly
recommend this dealership. Brett was very professional to work with. The car we drove just
wasn't exactly what we were looking for.. I was sent an email with a contact number. Everyone
was very helpful and easy to get along with. Smooth experience. They even delivered the car 60
miles away. Great Experience! Salesperson was well informed, helpful, and there was no
pressure to buy anything! A pleasant and informative meeting! The Chevrolet Suburban's
outsize dimensions allow it to carry nine passengers and all their gear, while its powerful V8
engines make towing a breeze. Families and business owners who need the space offered by a
true full-size SUV would be hard-pressed to find a more capable vehicle than the Chevrolet
Suburban. With payload and tow ratings that match those of many full-size pickups, the
Suburban is an excellent choice for those who pull large trailers. While fuel economy isn't a
strong suit no surprise there , the Suburban isn't nearly as unwieldy to drive as its size would
suggest. Offered since , the Chevrolet Suburban is the oldest nameplate on the market. Such
longevity speaks to the Suburban's incredible talent for hauling passengers and cargo. Indeed
the Suburban is one of the most versatile vehicles on the market, able to handle nearly any job
it may encounter. The Suburban soldiers on into with a few minor trim revisions and some new
colors. Chevrolet offers the Suburban in two guises. A half-ton model, called the Suburban , is
aimed at large families and light haulers. With its compliant highway ride and somewhat nimble
demeanor, the Suburban will provide yeoman service on long trips or while running errands.
The three-quarter-ton Suburban features a much stiffer suspension and a larger engine for
serious towing and hauling. Three trim levels are offered, and both half- and three-quarter-ton
Suburbans give buyers the option of rear-wheel or four-wheel drive. With its huge dimensions
and insatiable hunger for fuel, the Suburban is reserved for those who really do need the size
and capability a vehicle like this offers. Buyers who are just looking for a third row of seats and
four-wheel drive have a number of smaller, cheaper options including Chevy's own Traverse
that will better meet their needs. But those looking for a real truck that can carry nine
passengers on unimproved roads or tow a four-ton horse trailer with ease will find much to like
in the Suburban. The Suburban is offered with a pair of gasoline V8 engines. During the
Suburban's last redesign in , the huge 8. Half-ton Suburbans feature a 5. Despite its old-tech
pushrod design, the 5. Though its horsepower and torque numbers might look impressive on
paper, buyers should remember that even a rear-wheel-drive Suburban tips the scales at more
than 5, pounds. Thus acceleration is adequate, but not exactly thrilling, especially with a full
load of passengers. The Suburban can tow 5, pounds more with the tow package and carry a
1,pound payload. The 6. The extra power improves payload capacity to 2, pounds and bumps
the towing limit to a class-leading 9, pounds. Three-quarter-ton Suburbans feature stronger
acceleration than their half-ton siblings, especially when fully laden, and deliver a nice throaty
exhaust burble. Though the 8. While a bigger gas motor isn't needed, Chevrolet's stubborn
refusal to offer the Suburban with its excellent Duramax diesel engine is disappointing. Though
American consumers haven't fully embraced oil-burners, a vehicle as big as the 'Burban would
greatly benefit from the torque and fuel economy of a diesel. All Suburbans get a six-speed
automatic transmission. The electronically controlled 6L80 gearbox delivers top-notch shift

quality and features a wide ratio spread to maximize fuel economy. On the subject of fuel
mileage, it's important to note that the Suburban's legendary thirst means that rear-drive
models manage only 15 mpg in the city and 21 mpg on the highway. Perhaps out of sheer
embarrassment or for fear of a Sierra Club boycott , Chevrolet doesn't publish figures for the
Suburban , yet a quick peek at the EPA table reveals that this beefiest of SUVs delivers a paltry
10 mpg in the city and 15 mpg on the highway. Good thing a gallon fuel tank is standard
equipment. Along with it's Ford Expedition and Toyota Sequoia competition, the Suburban rides
on a ladder-type perimeter frame. The Suburban's GMT chassis is shared with the Silverado
pickup and features hydroformed, box-section frame rails for durability. The Suburban gets coil
springs all around and an independent front suspension that delivers a very poised ride for
such a large vehicle. Optional Autoride adaptive damping shocks further improve the
Suburban's highway ride and decrease the big truck's tendency to bounce over large bumps.
The power-assisted steering is light and relatively quick, though it's rather devoid of feedback.
In order to cope with the demands of serious hauling, the Suburban features a heavy-duty
suspension with torsion bars up front and traditional leaf springs in back. This arrangement
means the Suburban rides noticeably stiffer than its half-ton siblings. Its rougher ride and larger
turning circle make the Suburban less suited to around-town errand running. An integrated
trailer brake controller and optional locking rear differential provide exceptional control while
the vehicle is heavily laden. The Suburban's cavernous interior offers seating for eight or nine
passengers in three rows. Leg, head, and shoulder room in all three rows is quite generous, and
the SUV's height helps it provide a comfortable, chair-like seating position. The Suburban's The
Suburban's interior features a fresh, modern design with smooth contours and high-quality
materials. The dashboard places all controls within easy reach and has clearly labeled
switchgear. A power driver's seat and optional adjustable pedals make finding a comfortable
driving position a snap. Options include leather upholstery, GPS navigation, a power sunroof,
and rear seat entertainment. Also available in all trims is a rear-view camera that makes this
behemoth much easier to park. With its high-tech frame and three tons of steel, the Suburban is
a very safe place to be in the event of an accident. A host of standard safety features includes
front, side, and curtain airbags, antilock brakes, and OnStar automatic crash response. Keeping
the Suburban in line are standard traction and vehicle stability control programs that use the
ABS sensors to prevent wheel slip. Most Suburban owners report loving their truck's excellent
cargo and passenger carrying capacity. Though it gets some complaints for roughness, most
buyers feel the Suburban rides very well for a large SUV. Several longtime owners feel the most
recent Suburban is the best iteration yet, especially inside, where the classy interior receives
high marks. However, nearly everyone complains about the Suburban's prodigious appetite for
fuel. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Suburban listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
Seller: Lawrence. Albany, NY Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? The Chevrolet Suburban is a compelling choice for
those who need a traditional full-size SUV with massive passenger, cargo and towing
capacities. We just wonder how many people really do. At the risk of ticking some folks off, we'll
come right out and say it: Most people don't really need a V8-powered full-size SUV. If you are
one of the few who do, however, the Chevrolet Suburban should be at the top of your "must
test-drive" list. The Suburban -- which celebrated its 75th birthday last year -- does an awful lot
of things well. That includes things you expect, like hauling lots of people and cargo and towing
heavy trailers and boats. As far as traditional full-size SUVs go, the Suburban is actually
surprisingly pleasant to drive thanks to a comfortable ride and beefy V8 power. Of course the
Suburban isn't the only full-size SUV game in town. The Ford Expedition EL is similar in size
and offers a slightly more versatile interior thanks to its fold-flat third-row seat, but its seating
capacity maxes out at eight passengers. The eight-passenger Toyota Sequoia is more powerful
than both, but not as roomy inside. As long as heavy-duty towing isn't a priority which goes
back to our point about most people not needing a V8 SUV , you might also look at a large
crossover like the Chevrolet Traverse , which is still quite roomy yet more nimble and gets
better fuel economy. But for maximum seating, cargo and towing capacity, you're not going to

go wrong with the Chevy Suburban. All Suburbans can be had in either two- or four-wheel drive.
The LT adds foglights, roof rack crossbars, a locking rear differential, heated outside mirrors,
rear parking sensors, leather upholstery, tri-zone automatic climate control, power-adjustable
pedals, remote vehicle starting and an upgraded Bose audio system with a six-CD changer. The
Suburban LTZ gets inch polished alloy wheels, a power liftgate, rain-sensing wipers, the
Autoride rear air suspension, premium leather upholstery, driver seat memory settings, heated
and ventilated front seats, power-folding heated second-row seats, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror and a premium speaker Bose surround-sound system with satellite radio capability.
Many of the features that are standard on upper trim levels are available on the LS or LT via
packages or individual options. Other major options for the Suburban include inch wheels, a
sunroof, power-retracting running boards, a heavy-duty towing package with an integrated
trailer brake controller , an off-road package, a navigation system, a rearview camera and a
rear-seat entertainment system. Chevrolet offers two engine choices for the Suburban. The
model comes with a 5. Both V8s are mated to a six-speed automatic transmission. With either
the or model, buyers have a choice of either rear- or four-wheel drive. Properly equipped, the
Suburban can tow up to 9, pounds. The Chevrolet Suburban's list of standard safety features
includes four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, GM's OnStar emergency
communications system, front-seat side airbags and a three-row side curtain airbag system
with a rollover sensor. A blind-spot warning system is also available on the LTZ trim. The
government's safety testing regimen has become more strenuous for , but under the previous
test the Chevy Suburban was awarded a top five-star rating for its protection of occupants in
frontal collisions. For a vehicle that weighs roughly 3 tons, the Chevrolet Suburban performs
surprisingly well. Without passengers or cargo, a mph sprint takes just 9 seconds. Load it up,
however, and the 5. The Suburban's size and weight also impacts its handling -- nimble it's not.
The suspension does manage to provide a fairly smooth ride just the same, a quality enhanced
by the relative quiet of the passenger cabin. Like many of the latest GM models, the Suburban's
passenger cabin looks remarkably good. Both the design and the quality of materials have
improved and controls and gauges are both easy to see and simple to operate. Passenger
capacity drops to eight with the standard front bucket seats and just seven on LTZ versions
equipped with standard second-row buckets. Cargo capacity is equally impressive, with cubic
feet of storage -- 17 more than the Toyota Sequoia and 40 more than the Nissan Armada -behind the front seats. Here in the bigger-is-better U. Some families of four somehow require a
4,square-foot McMansion. When was the last time you saw a Suburban carrying a full load of
passengers or pulling something massive? Yep, a Suburban is blatant overkill for most folks.
But for the few who have a genuine need for this gentle giant's impressive capabilities, it could
make sense. The Suburban shines especially if it's the with the, umm, bigger V8 when it is put
to work pulling really heavy things, like a horse trailer large enough for four of Secretariat's
descendants. Plus it can also carry their handlers and their cargo in comfort. The Tahoe's
bigger brother also excels at taking big families on road trips and serving as a beast of burden
on Home Depot runs where once you wrestle the seats out you could probably transport
enough materials to build a barn for those horses. If you've got your sights set on a large,
rugged SUV, you might also consider the Ford Expedition EL or Toyota Sequoia , the former
having a more comfortable third-row seat that also easily folds into the floor and the latter
boasting more refined handling and ride dynamics along with strong performance. But for most
people, a more fuel- and space-efficient minivan such as a Honda Odyssey or large crossover
such as the Chevy Traverse is a better choice. The Chevrolet Suburban only holds an
appreciable advantage if you plan on heavy towing. A minivan's maximum towing capacity is
about 3, pounds and a large crossover's is 5, A Suburban can pull up to 9, pounds. That said,
we have to admit the big lug grew on us. Once you've acclimated to its size, the Suburban is
actually pretty pleasant to drive with its comfy ride, precise steering and solid tracking on the
highway. It's all good until you have to park on a crowded street or in a small parking lot. Yes,
the park assist is a big help and greatly reduces stress, but you still have to find enough space
to use it. Then there's the matter of the Suburban's feeding requirements â€” we averaged In
other words, if you honestly need a Chevrolet Suburban, then you have our blessing. But if not,
we'd suggest considering a less thirsty and more practical alternative. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Suburban. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the

way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease
specials Check out Chevrolet Suburban lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Third-row seat is bulky and
doesn't fold into the floor acceleration is sluggish under full load portly curb weight hampers
handling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Chevrolet Suburban receives only minor feature changes. The entry-level
Suburban LS now gets standard Bluetooth connectivity and rear seat audio controls with
headphone jacks. The optional towing package now includes a trailer brake controller.
Twenty-inch chromed wheels are also now available. Read more. Write a review See all 5
reviews. Now has 98, from tons of road trips, running around town and heavy [ ] towing. All that
is needed is basic maintenance to make it last, which i do all myself with walmart brand
synthetics. I did add a 30k transmission cooler and a engine oil cooler to help with the towing
loads right after purchasing. Update Dec, , miles Now towing often since adding some dirt bikes
to the trailer. Replaced Motor mounts k New battery and Front Axle seal k Dash is cracking
update: June, , miles Transmission rubber line split, toasted it Installed a 40k trucool cooler
afterwards. Read less. Purchased this vehicle brand new in It is now March Vehicle currently
has just over miles on it.. This has been the most reliable vehicle I have ever owned.. Very few
issues to report.. The driver side power mirror needed Replacing in Front right caliber was
replaced in due to a very minor fluid leak. At the moment the vehicle runs a bit rough while in
idle Check engine light is on. Will update with information as to cause of the problem after it's
fixed.. Over all I am Very happy with this vehicle.. Great vehicle with poor GM support. This is a
great vehicle and was just the right size for my whole family. I bought this vehicle used and was
a good deal so I jumped on it. A few months after we took possession of the vehicle, the
dashboard started to crack by the passenger-side airbag and then on top of the instrument
cluster. I come to find out that this a common and very documented occurrence on full-size GM
trucks and SUVs. The bad part of this is that GM will not recall this issue even though the
cracks occur in the same places in all of these vehicles. They say it's not a safety issue - wait
until the airbag deploys and the plastic shrapnel come flying towards you or the dashboard rips
apart during a crash and slices through your arms, head, etc. Even worse is that GM
dealerships are being authorized to repair this with GM's consent but there is no uniform
pricing. First of all, this is not the consumers' fault that these materials are defective so the
customer should not have to pay anything. I have had cars and trucks from other manufacturers
that were more than 5 years old and the dash and every other interior material seems to be just
fine. Suffice it to say, we're not buying another GM product again. Update: The Suburban has
been traded - good riddance. Fantastic all-around vehicle. Expensive- yes. Great gas mileageno. Worth it- yes! I took out the third row seat which makes for a very large cargo area,
especially with the rear captain seats also folded down. I've made many trips home from Home
Depot with it loaded up. Also have gone on several cross country trips with it loaded up. It's
nice not to have to pick and choose what to take based on limited cargo space. Also, everything
stays secure and dry without extra effort. The ride is very comfortable. Love the heated and
cooled captain seats. The 4wd comes in handy in Michigan. It wasn't cheap, but I can use this
vehicle for basically anything and everything I would ever want. See all 5 reviews of the Used
Chevrolet Suburban. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the
Suburban. Sign Up. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating
you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying
about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with
our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. We work with various partners to
recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners perform the same point
inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE: This
vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in Carvana's possession.
CarFax 1-Owner, Value Priced below the market average! Based on the excellent condition of
this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Chevrolet Suburban is sure to sell fast.
Wholesale to Public vehicles are typically priced "wholesale" to the public since they have not
been reconditioned nor have they gone through the normal retail reconditioning process. Had
this vehicle been fully reconditioned it would not qualify for this special pricing as the cost
would be higher. Wholesale to Public vehicles may not have fuel topped off at time of sale.
Wholesale to public vehicles are only inspected to pass the state required "Safety" standards
and have not been fully reconditioned. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.

Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Local Trade!!! Clean Carfax!!! This vehicle is
offered for sale AS-IS. It has not been inspected and may have mechanical defects. It has been
priced accordingly and we encourage potential buyers to have this vehicle inspected at their the
buyers expense. Thank You for shopping with Gunn! We would like to welcome you to a much
better way of doing business. Our objective is to provide the highest quality service with our
haggle-free One Simple Price method for purchasing new and used vehicles. Customer
satisfaction guides our business. We pride ourselves in transpearancy, honesty, and
conducting business with real numbers and not the confusing shell game that most dealers
play!! Come in where you can relax and enjoy the process without fear of somebody trying to
get into your pocket! Give us a Call today and schedule a demonstration drive! Want more
room? Want more style? You deserve a vehicle designed for higher expectations. This
Chevrolet Suburban LTZ delivers with a luxurious, well-appointed interior and world-class
engineering. Want to brave the road less traveled? You'll have the 4WD capabilities to do it with
this vehicle. This low mileage Chevrolet Suburban has barely been touched. It's the next best
thing to buying new. Head restraints for the second row have been revised. On Tahoe and
Suburban models, a better trailer brake controller is introduced for and new chrome-clad wheels
are now available. Interesting features of this model are quiet, refined interior, Towing and
hauling ability, available luxury features, hybrid drivetrain available, ride and handling, and
available seating for up to nine Apollo Auto Sales has been in Business Since Call or Click:
Come in for a test drive today! Email: sales ultimatems. The Dralle family has been in business
over 50 years! Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Excellent Condition.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Our Top Picks. No accidents. All
3, Listings. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Check Availability.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Now has 98, from tons of road trips,
running around town and heavy [ ] towing. All that is needed is basic maintenance to make it
last, which i do all myself with walmart brand synthetics. I did add a 30k transmission cooler
and a engine oil cooler to help with the towing loads right after purchasing. Update Dec, , miles
Now towing often since adding some dirt bikes to the trailer. Replaced Motor mounts k New
battery and Front Axle seal k Dash is cracking update: June, , miles Transmission rubber line
split, toasted it Installed a 40k trucool cooler afterwards. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2000 chevy cavalier fuel filter location
2012 toyota camry parts
kia cargurus
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

